HOW TO TALK TO YOUR CHILD ABOUT BULLYING
WHAT PARENTS CAN DO IF THEY SUSPECT THEIR CHILD IS BEING BULLIED

1. STAY CALM. If you suspect that your child is being bullied, you will likely feel angry, sad, and/or worried. It is important to stay calm, so that you can get more information from your child. If your child thinks that you’re upset, they will likely shut down and not give you important information. It can be helpful to find another adult with whom to talk through some of your reactions to your child’s experience.

2. TALK TO YOUR CHILD AND/OR THEIR PEERS. Through warm and curious conversation, get as much information as you can. What happened? Who was present? What did each person say/do? How did your child feel? How do they think others involved felt? Were any adults present? What was their response, if anything? This information will be critical as you decide what steps, if any, to take next.

3. CHECK YOUR SCHOOL’S POLICY ON BULLYING. Every school has a policy on bullying, and a code of conduct. Knowing what the policy is will help you in approaching the school to resolve the issue.

4. NOTIFY THE SCHOOL OF YOUR CONCERNS. Depending on the severity of the incident(s), the school may already be aware. The school must be made aware of the incident, and be given the opportunity to respond appropriately. Your first conversation may be with a teacher, parent coordinator, school psychologist or social worker, IEP Coordinator, or anyone you with whom you feel comfortable. If the school fails to respond, be prepared to take next steps. This may include speaking to the principal or reaching out to the district or superintendent for assistance.

5. USE THE INCIDENT AS A LEARNING OPPORTUNITY. Practice what your child might say if s/he is being teased or bullied. Role play these statements. (An example might be “Don’t talk to me like that!” or “I don’t like it when you call me that name!”) Discuss which adults in your child’s life can be allies (teachers, related service providers, lunch room volunteers, etc.), and what your child should say if they’re feeling like they need help. Offer to talk about your child’s needs with adults who may not know him/her as well (lunch room staff, PE/Art/Music teachers).

6. HELP THEM FIND THEIR ALLIES, AS NEEDED. If your child doesn’t feel ready to talk with potential adult allies at school on their own, offer to do it together. It’s an opportunity to support them in their present situation, while modeling appropriate advocacy, and guiding them toward self-advocacy.

You can talk to your child about bullying even if there hasn’t been a specific incident yet. Opening up a conversation about not only what your child should do if they are feeling teased or bullied, but also what to do if they see a peer being teased or bullied, is important. There are many children’s books that feature teasing or bullying, and using the character’s experience might be a good conversation starter. You can also use TV shows or movies to start a conversation. Remember to be a “detective” during these conversations – ask lots of questions, and listen to the answers without judgment. This will help your child feel that you are an ally.
Anti-Bullying Guidance for Adults

**Obvious Bullying**
- Repeated
- Targeted/Intentional
- Power imbalance
  - Threats, blackmail, physical or sexual harassment

**Probable Bullying**
- Very cruel jokes
- Open taunting
- Severe name calling
- Verbal assaults

**Gateway Behaviors**
- Designed to give aggressor psychological edge over target
- Name calling, encouraging others to laugh, eye rolling, mocking, staring, rudeness
Anti-Bullying Guidance for Adults

- **Obvious Bullying**
  - ☑ Respond
  - ☑ Report

- **Probable Bullying**
  - ☑ Respond
  - ☑ Report

- **Gateway Behaviors**
  - ☑ Respond
  - ☑ Report
Anti-Bullying Guidance for Adults

Elizabeth Englander’s *9 Second Response*

First 2 seconds: **Notice; Don’t ignore.**
- Never ignore obnoxious, rude, mocking, and insolent behaviors.
- Ignoring is condoning the behavior and sending the message that it is okay.

Next 7 seconds: **React and respond.**
- Address the Gateway offender.
- Express how you are personally uncomfortable, bothered, offended, etc. [“I am bothered by this. Stop it now.”]
- No debates: quick and to the point.
- Where appropriate, do it in front of the class.

Don’t attempt to mediate; it will make matters worse. Remember, **bullying involves a power imbalance.**
COMMENTSARY

Why Punishment Won't Stop a Bully

Punitive discipline for bullies can be counterproductive

By Alfie Kohn

September 6, 2016

Bullying at school has attracted an enormous amount of attention, spurring academic studies and popular books, regulations, and training sessions for educators. By now its status as a serious problem is widely acknowledged, as it should be. We can never go back to the days when bullying was regarded as a boys-will-be-boys rite of passage, something that victims were left to deal with (and suffer from) alone.

But as with other ills, both within and beyond our schools, some responses are much less constructive than others. The least thoughtful (or useful) strategy is to announce a "zero tolerance" stance on bullying. Either this phrase amounts to empty rhetoric—rather like responding to repeated instances of gun violence in our country by sending each cluster of victims our "thoughts and prayers"—or else it refers to a policy of harsh punishment for bullies.

The latter approach is worth our attention precisely because it comes so easily to us, complementing a punitive sensibility already well-established in our schools. Students who break the rules or otherwise displease us are subjected to suspension, expulsion, detention, enforced isolation ("time-out"), loss of opportunity to participate in enjoyable activities, and so on.

Making children suffer for what they've done is often defended on practical grounds, but I've been unable to find any evidence to support the claim that punishment makes schools safer or leads the children who have been punished to become more ethical or responsible. Indeed, punitive responses—even if they're euphemistically called "consequences"—are often not merely ineffective but actively counterproductive. To cite only one in a long line of empirical investigations, an eight-year longitudinal study published in 2005 found that punitive discipline was subsequently associated with more antisocial behavior, less prosocial behavior, and increased levels of anxiety.

Interestingly, when many proponents of traditional discipline are presented with such evidence, they simply pivot to a very different defense, one that can't be dislodged with evidence: They insist that if someone does something bad, something bad must be done to that person. He or she must be "held accountable"; a consequence must be imposed for moral reasons, even if there are no practical benefits.

But the effects of punishment do matter, and where bullying is concerned, they suggest a painful irony: Punishing kids who bully not only fails to address the source of the problem, but actually makes things
worse. As educator and author Barbara Coloroso pointed out in her book The Bully, The Bullied, and the Bystander, punishment teaches the bully "to be more aggressive and hurtful. He will undoubtedly master the art of doing his bullying in ways that are sneaky or ‘under the radar’ of even the most observant and aware adults. More important," she adds, "punishment degrades, humiliates, and dehumanizes the children who are its objects. (Sounds like bullying to me.)"

Decades' worth of research shows that punishment—even when it doesn't include physical force—promotes aggression. But studies conducted in the United States and in Sweden revealed another layer to that reality: Bullies in particular are more likely to have been raised by authoritarian parents who rely on punishment. Dan Olweus, a leading authority on the subject, conducted the latter study. He, like other critics of punishment, has offered suggestions for what can curb bullying. The key is to "restructure the social environment"—the entire school culture—rather than trying to target individual students by encouraging intervention by bystanders, offering advice to potential victims, or, worst of all, punishing bullies.

It's easy to assume that punitive discipline is an inevitable part of school life. That leaves us quibbling only about the details of implementation—for example, how severe the penalty should be for a given offense. Once we take a step back and consider whether punishment itself really makes sense, the status quo becomes very troubling indeed. Consider: A punishment is a response by someone with more power (say, an adult) to a prohibited action on the part of someone with less power (in this case, a child). Specifically, it consists of deliberately making the child suffer in some way. The intent may be to discourage the child from repeating the action, but the more common results of punishment are that the child (1) becomes angry and frustrated, (2) learns that you get your way in life by using your power over those who are weaker, and (3) becomes more focused on self-interest and less likely to consider how his actions affect others. Punishment induces kids to ask, "What do they, the people with the power, want me to do, and what's the consequence to me if I don't do it?"

From this perspective, it quickly becomes clear that the problem with school policy isn't just that punishing bullies inevitably backfires. Rather, punishment in general is likely a hidden contributor to bullying, both because of what it models and because of its effects on the students who are punished.

Dig even deeper, though: Maybe it's not just that punishment contributes to bullying. Maybe traditional discipline is a kind of bullying. That's the unsettling implication of Coloroso's parenthetical afterthought that I quoted above. Definitions of bullying tend to sound something like this: a hostile action—or a pattern of abuse, intimidation, or harassment over time—in which those who are smaller or weaker are victimized by those who are larger or stronger. That the larger, stronger people may have graduate degrees or can spin out elaborate rationalizations for their actions is really beside the point.

One barrier to acknowledging this, apart from our reluctance to admit the intrinsic unpleasantness of what we're doing and the harm it may be causing, is the way unquestioned assumptions are built into our use of language. For example, when we talk about kids, the word respect typically refers to something they owe us, not something they're owed by us. Likewise, bullying is a word we're accustomed to using only to describe something done by students.

Another barrier is the difficulty of shifting our level of analysis. Even if, recalling certain bosses or colleagues, we concede that adults, too, may be bullies, and even if we were open to the possibility that they might victimize children, too, it's much more disconcerting to consider that bullying isn't just done by
individuals. Widely accepted practices and policies may amount to institutionalized bullying. Taking away recess, handing out zeroes, forcing children to stay after school, sending unpleasant reports home to parents, exiling students from the classroom (or school)—and threatening in advance to do these things to them if they fail to obey us—may not have been intended as bullying. But what matters, and what predicts the effects, is how these things appear to the people to whom they're done.

This shift in perspective should prompt us to transform schools from places of "doing to" students to places of "working with" students, to see kids' troubling actions not as infractions to be punished (where someone must be made to suffer), but as problems to be solved—and opportunities for teaching. If we need a simple reason to support these shifts, maybe it's sufficient that we want to make sure our actions never resemble those of a bully.

Alfie Kohn speaks widely on education and is the author of 14 books, including The Myth of the Spoiled Child, published this year in paperback by Beacon Press. His website is www.alfiekohn.org.
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Introduction

The circle is a dialog process that works intentionally to create a safe space to discuss very difficult or painful issues in order to improve relationships and resolve differences. The intent of the circle is to find resolutions that serve every member of the circle. The process is based on an assumption of equal worth and dignity for all participants and therefore provides equal voice to all participants. Every participant has gifts to offer in finding a good solution to the problem.

The circle process is deliberate in discussing how the conversation will be held before discussing the difficult issues. Consequently, the circle works on values and guidelines before talking about the differences or conflict. Where possible the circle also works on relationship building before discussing the difficult issues.

The responsibility of the keeper is to help the participants create a safe space for their conversation and to monitor the quality of the space throughout the circle. If the atmosphere becomes disrespectful, it is the responsibility of the keeper to bring the group’s attention to that problem and help the group re-establish a respectful space.

The following qualities are helpful in fulfilling that task:

- Patience
- Humility
- Deep listening
- Acceptance of everyone as worthy of respect
- Willingness to sit with uncertainty
- Ability to share responsibility

Using a circle process is not simply a matter of putting chairs in a circle. Careful preparation is essential to good practice in using circles.
Preparation for a Circle

Convening people in a circle to resolve conflict requires significant preparation. There are three major tasks in preparing for a circle:

- Preparing the parties
- Planning the specifics of the circle
- Self preparation

Preparing the parties – The two Circle Co-Keepers together meet with each person who has agreed to participate in the circle individually. The purpose of the pre-meetings includes:

- Hearing the story or perspective of that person concerning the situation
- Explaining the process
- Answering questions about the process – how it works, who will be there, . . .
- Determining whether the person has any concerns about participating
- Identifying support people for the key parties to be invited to the circle
- Clarifying confidentiality and the exceptions
- Building a relationship so the person will trust the Co-Keepers in the process
- Checking on willingness to talk about the key issues with the entire circle
- Checking on willingness to listen to others who may have a different view

It is often helpful in the pre-meetings to emphasize that every participant has an equal chance to speak; that no one can interrupt whoever is speaking; and that it is always okay to pass if you do not wish to speak.

Based on the interviews with all of the circle participants the Co-Keepers:

- determine whether there are others whose participation could be helpful in the circle (e.g. supporters for the key parties in conflict, third parties who are respected by both of the key parties and are not aligned with either of the key parties on this issue, others who have been affected by the situation, etc.)
- identify the key issues that appear to be important to discuss in the circle

Information about the key issues is used to help formulate questions for the circle. If it becomes clear that additional people are appropriate for the circle the Co-Keepers inform the other participants, invite the additional people and conduct a pre-meeting with any additional participants.

Planning the specifics of the circle – The Co-Keepers begin putting together the circle plan answering the following questions:

- What time?
- Where?
- What will be the talking piece?
- What will be in the center?
- What opening ceremony will be used?
- What question will be used to generate values for the circle?
• What question will be used for an introduction or check-in round?
• Is there a need for further relationship building before getting into the issues? If so, how will that be done?
• What question(s) will be used to begin the dialog about the key issues?
• What further questions might be useful if the group is not getting deeply enough into the issues?
• What closing ceremony will be used?

The Co-Keeper together further develop the plan for the circle based on the questions above and the Circle Outline (p. --). The Co-Keeper also decide how to share the responsibilities of keeping the circle. The plan is always seen as flexible and open to modification according to the needs of the circle group.

**Self-preparation** - Preparing the parties to participate in circle and preparing the plan for engaging participants in the circle are very important parts of the preparation process. There is one more critical part of preparation. That is self-preparation. The space of circle is not our normal space. It calls for intentional behavior that is aligned with the values as much as possible. That is not easy to do in the context of high pressure jobs and personal lives. Prioritizing time for self-preparation is a core responsibility of being a keeper.

Self-preparation has two dimensions:
- Preparation before a specific circle.
- Developing on-going habits which cultivate the qualities helpful in keeping a circle.

Self-preparation before a specific circle includes –
- Getting enough rest
- Eating properly
- Centering yourself
- Clearing the mind of other distractions
- Turning off your cell phone, pagers, etc.
- Arriving at the site in time to relax before the circle begins
- Breathing deeply and releasing tension as much as possible

Centering may be achieved through deep breathing, a walk outside, music, quiet time by yourself or whatever strategy works for you.

Developing on-going habits which cultivate the qualities helpful in keeping a circle includes -

*Working on personal growth* – Since keepers serve as models and set the tone for circles it is important that you undertake inner work. Engage in ongoing inner work, regularly checking your thoughts and behaviors against your core values and circle principles. Just before a circle gathering, take time to center yourself and cultivate inner peace.
**Self knowledge** – Know your stuff. We all have particular things that are challenging for us. We all have histories that may make us prone to having our buttons pushed by certain issues or types of personalities. Be aware of your buttons, your “stuff,” and how it might affect your keeping a circle. Perhaps you have a hard time knowing how to relate to loud, boisterous people, or perhaps your history makes it hard for you to be objective in discussions about a particular issue. Know your stuff and work at finding ways to keep it from getting in the way of your keeping.

**Self-care** – Keeping is emotionally challenging work. Especially during times when you are keeping a circle process, take care of yourself in ways that work for you. In your self-care try to include a balance of:
- *physical* – exercise, eat well, get enough sleep.
- *emotional* – probe and experience your feelings through reflection, journaling, or with friends.
- *spiritual* – meditate or participate in other spiritual practices.
- *mental* – find ways to stimulate your mind. Avoid over-analyzing your circle work: read a book, do a puzzle, engage in creative arts, whatever works for you.

### Essential Elements of Constructing the Circle

The Circle Keeper uses the following elements to design the circle and to create the space for all participants to speak their truth respectfully to one another and to seek resolution of their conflict or difficulty.

- **Seating of all participants in a circle (preferably without any tables)**
- **Opening ceremony**
- **Centerpiece**
- **Values/guidelines**
- **Talking piece**
- **Guiding questions**
- **Closing ceremony**

**Seating of all participants in a circle** – Geometry matters! It is very important to seat everyone in a circle. That seating arrangement allows everyone to see everyone else and be accountable to one another face to face. It also creates a sense of focus on a common concern without creating a sense of ‘sides’. A circle emphasizes equality and connectedness. Removing tables is sometimes uncomfortable for people, but is important in creating a space apart from our usual way of discussing difficult issues. It increases accountability because all body language is obvious to everyone.

**Opening ceremony** – Circles use openings and closings to mark the circle as a sacred space in which participants are present with themselves and one another in a way that is different from an ordinary meeting or group. The clear marking of the beginning and end of the circle is very important because the circle invites participants to drop the ordinary
masks and protections they may wear that create distance from their core self and the core self of others. Openings help participants to center themselves, bring themselves into full presence in the space, recognize interconnectedness, release unrelated distractions and be mindful of the values of the core self.

**Centerpiece** – Circles use a centerpiece to create a focal point that supports speaking from the heart and listening from the heart. The centerpiece usually sits on the floor in the center of the open space inside the circle of chairs. Typically there is a cloth or mat as the base. The centerpiece may include items representing the values of the core self, the foundational principles of the process, a shared vision of the group. Centerpieces often emphasize inclusion by incorporating symbols of individual circle members as well as cultures represented in the circle. Centerpieces can be collectively built with more and more representation of the group and the individuals in the circle as time goes on.

**Guidelines** – Participants in a circle play a major role in designing their own space by creating the guidelines for their discussion. The guidelines articulate the agreements among participants about how they will conduct themselves in the circle dialog. The guidelines are intended to describe the behaviors that the participants feel will make the space safe for them to speak their truth. Guidelines are not rigid constraints but supportive reminders of the behavioral expectations of everyone in the circle. They are not imposed on the participants but rather are adopted by consensus of the circle.

**Talking piece** – Circles use a talking piece to regulate the dialog of the participants. The talking piece is passed from person to person around the rim of the circle. Only the person holding the talking piece may speak. It allows the holder to speak without interruption and allows the listeners to focus on listening and not be distracted by thinking about a response to the speaker. The use of the talking piece allows for full expression of emotions, thoughtful reflection, and an unhurried pace. The talking piece is a powerful equalizer. It allows every participant an equal opportunity to speak and carries an implicit assumption that every participant has something important to offer the group. As it passes physically from hand to hand, the talking piece weaves a connecting thread among the members of the circle. The talking piece reduces the control of the keeper and consequently shares control of the process with all participants. Where possible the talking piece represents something important to the group. The more meaning the talking piece has (consistent with the values of circle), the more powerful it is for engendering respect for the process and alignment with the core self.

**Guiding questions** – Circles use prompting questions or themes at the beginning of many rounds to stimulate conversation about the main interest of the circle. Every member of the circle has an opportunity to respond to the prompting question or theme of each round. Careful design of the questions is important to facilitate a discussion that goes beyond surface responses.

**Closing ceremony** - Closings acknowledge the efforts of the circle, affirm the interconnectedness of those present, convey a sense of hope for the future, and prepare participants to return to the ordinary space of their lives. Openings and closings are
designed to fit the nature of the particular group and provide opportunities for cultural responsiveness. In an on-going group participants may be involved in doing openings and closings or may design the opening and closing for the group.
Tips for Keepers

Role of the Keeper in a circle - The keeper assists the group in creating and maintaining a collective space in which each participant feels safe to speak honestly and openly without disrespecting anyone else. The keeper monitors the quality of the collective space and stimulates the reflections of the group through questions or topic suggestions. The keeper does not control the issues raised by the group or try to move the group toward a particular outcome. The keeper’s role is to initiate a space that is respectful and safe, and to engage participants in sharing responsibility for the space and for their collective work. The keeper is not an enforcer of the group guidelines. The responsibility for addressing problems with the guidelines belongs to the entire circle. It is not the keeper’s role to fix the problem the circle is addressing. The keeper is in a relationship of caring about the well-being of every member of the circle and is a participant in the circle.

Keeper role:
Help the group create a respectful space
Monitor the quality of the space as the circle proceeds
Draw the group’s attention to any problems with the quality of the space
Invite the group to figure out how to improve the quality of the space

Designing effective questions – The shape of the question has enormous impact on the shape of responses. It is worth taking time to frame questions carefully. Effective questions are framed to:
• encourage participants to speak from their own lived experience (e.g. How have you been impacted? What has this situation been like for you? What has been the hardest thing for you? What do you need to move forward? What can you offer to help this situation?)
• invite participants to share stories from their lives (Share an experience when you . . .)
• focus on feelings and impacts rather than facts
• invite recognition of strengths or assets as well as the difficulties
• transition participants from the discussion of difficult or painful events into discussion of what can be done now to make things better.

The field of Appreciative Inquiry is a helpful resource for designing questions that probe strengths and move participants to identifying positive possibilities for going forward. Appendix 1 Sample Prompting Questions is another resource for circle questions. Questions should never invite attacks on another individual or group.

Managing time – It is important to share responsibility for managing time with the entire circle. When introducing the talking piece the keeper can remind people of the time parameters encouraging participants to say what is really important to them and to also keep in mind the importance of making sure everyone else has a chance to speak. Helpful reminders about time may be appropriate during the circle as well. When establishing values or doing introduction rounds, it is sometimes useful to ask participants to limit their response to one or two sentences. It would generally not be helpful to limit participants when they are talking about the core issue of the circle.
Many of the issues that come to circles cannot be resolved in one circle. The process should not be rushed. Everyone needs to have opportunity to be heard. It’s appropriate to continue the process over two or more circles as participants work through what they need to talk about and what they want to do to improve the situation. If the circle continues for more than one session bring the values/guidelines created in the first circle to all subsequent circles. Do an opening ceremony and check-in round before going back to the place that you left off in the previous circle.

Giving responsibility back to the group - If the talking piece comes back to you and you are uncertain about where the circle should go, it is okay to say, “I’m not sure where we should go from here,” and then pass the talking piece. Often someone in the group has an idea that is helpful. This technique allows you to demonstrate that leadership is a shared responsibility in the circle.

Using breaks - Breaks are a useful technique for managing difficult moments. On a break you can check in with anyone who seems to be struggling. After coming back from a break you can ask participants to look again at the values and review the guidelines before renewing the dialog.

Getting to the real issues – You may find that key issues raised by participants in pre-meetings are not being discussed in the circle. You should not raise those issues yourself but it is appropriate to ask questions or prompts encouraging participants to raise them. It is also important to be aware that there might be good reasons that people are not opening up. Participants should not be pressured to talk about anything they are not ready to talk about. Remember that it is always okay to pass.

Following are some questions or prompts that might open up the dialog:

- I’m not hearing anyone talk about the issues folks raised in the pre-meetings. Is this what the group wants?
- Restate the purpose of the circle as stated in the Request and ask – Are we getting at the purpose of this circle?
- What is unspoken in the group that blocks good relationships or possible success?
- What is the unspoken tension in the room?

You can also try taking a break and checking in with the people who expressed concerns in pre-meetings that are not being voiced in the circle.

Another strategy is to shift from the difficult topic to a different approach with a question such as:

- If you could change one thing in your job what would that be?
- Or a storytelling question (see Appendix 1) that reminds people of common ground

Or take a break and get people laughing through a physical game and then return to circle.
People may be reluctant to speak honestly about the issues because of fear. If that is the case you may need to adjourn the circle and do further preparation to increase the sense of safety or bring in additional people who create a greater sense of safety.

Suspending the talking piece – In the problem solving or agreement part of the circle it may be useful to suspend the talking piece and allow brainstorming or informal dialog among participants. After a period without the talking piece it is important to use it again to make sure all voices are heard. If one or more participants object to the use of the talking piece, it is very important to do a round with the talking piece to find out how everyone else feels about using the talking piece. You do not want to respond immediately to the loudest voice(s), potentially disempowering quieter people who would still want the talking piece. If you stop using a talking piece altogether, it is no longer a circle. That could have significant implications for some participants who might have come expecting the safety and order of a talking piece and might not have chosen to participate in another kind of process. If you do completely stop using a talking piece it is important to inform the group that you are changing the process. Clearly state what process you are now using so that everyone is clear.

Re-centering in the middle of a circle - Developments in a circle can throw you off balance and trigger your anxiety, defensiveness or anger. It might be a result of escalation of tension among the participants or it might be the result of someone pushing one of your buttons. If that happens it is essential to take steps to re-center yourself. Your responsibility as a keeper requires you to be committed to the well-being of everyone in the circle. If you are off center it will be much more difficult for you to keep the circle safe for the participants. Self awareness is the first step. Pay attention to your own emotional state, your sense of equilibrium. Can you look with acceptance and generosity of spirit toward everyone in the circle? If not, what are you feeling and toward whom? Internally acknowledge the feelings, don’t try to suppress them. Then take a deep breath and focus on your own centering tools which might include conscious deep breathing, silence, turning inward with self-empathy, prayer, signaling to your Co-Keeper that you need a moment, imagining roots growing from your feet into the ground that can draw up centering energy the way that plant roots draw up water from the ground. If you are extremely off balance you may wish to call a break and consult with your Co-Keeper on how to safely continue the circle. You and your Co-Keeper may adjust your plan for sharing responsibilities to accommodate your struggle with staying centered. You may find it helpful to repeat a phrase over and over in your mind that helps you to release your anxiety, defensiveness or anger. Here are some possibilities:

- It’s not about me.
- It’s not my job to fix this for the group. It’s my job to sit with the discomfort and not withdraw or lash out.
- The circle can hold emotions and tension.
- Conflict is an opportunity to understand myself and others better.

Another helpful technique for re-centering is to have a small stone or other object that you carry in your pocket for the purpose of reconnecting you to your best self when you are off center. When you become aware of being off-balance you can reach in and hold
the object reminding yourself that your center is still there. Or you may notice where you are holding tension in your body. As you invite your body to release that tension you will move back toward your center. Sometimes it may be appropriate to acknowledge to the circle that you are struggling with your own feelings about something that came up in the circle. Acknowledging your own humanity and vulnerability can be a powerful way to build trust, and the process of admitting that you feel off center may help you move back toward your center.

Step to re-centering in the middle of a circle:
Self awareness - recognize when you are no longer centered.
Hold a strong intention to return to center.
Develop a personal strategy that you use over and over so that it becomes a habit you can access under pressure.
Practicing all three of these steps outside of circle with co-workers or family will increase your ability to re-center quickly in a circle.

Preparation and follow up are also useful. Think ahead of time about how you would like to respond if you get off-center. You will then be more likely to be able to respond constructively. After an experience of getting off center spend time with a support person or mentor who can help you debrief that experience and learn from it.

Being human - You may find that when you keep circles, you get nervous about how it will go, and about the need to be perfect. It is okay to ask for help from the circle. It is okay to not always get it ‘right.’ It is more important to make it safe enough for participants to let you know if it isn’t working for them. That requires humility and openness to feedback. The circle is a very strong container if it is constructed on values. It is strong enough to hold mistakes or uncertainty. This is not about the keepers having all the answers; it is, rather, about the circle and its members all making a good faith effort to work through the issues in way that is consistent with the values of the process.

Agreements in the Circle

If the Circle is making agreements those agreements are made by consensus. Consensus in the Circle is defined as “everyone can live with the decision.” It does not require that everyone be enthusiastic, but does require that everyone in the Circle can support the decision. Any agreement should include some method of monitoring whether the agreement is working and a plan for responding to failure of the agreement. Generally, the best response to any failure is coming back to circle together to discuss any problems with the agreement. It is important that any agreements are recorded in some way. Lack of clarity about who is going to do what or what behavior will change can lead to frustration and disillusionment with the process. It is very important that everyone is clear about expectations after the circle. Written agreements are often the best way to achieve the necessary level of clarity and understanding by all parties.
Combining Circle with Other Formats

Circles can be used with many other forms of dialog. Some facilitators trained in other processes combine circle with mediation techniques or with conferencing techniques. In combining circles with other techniques it is effective to surround the other dialog with circle. Begin by establishing the circle with opening, check-in and some dialog with the talking piece. You can then suspend the talking piece for open dialog or facilitator-directed dialog. After a period of open dialog resume the use of the talking piece in circle to share reactions to what has come up in the open dialog. Also use the talking piece for a final closing round.

In general in a circle the talking piece can be suspended to allow a spontaneous form of interaction for a period of time – for instance a brainstorming session. It is very important to resume the use of the talking piece after a period of open dialog to ensure the inclusion of all voices and to create a period of reflection after a period of stimulation.

In most groups a small number of people will dominate open discussion. Additionally, if the talking piece is suspended for open dialog for too long it will no longer be a circle because the talking piece effectively engages everyone in process responsibility. Without the talking piece the facilitator must take more control of the dialog and that reduces the degree of self-responsibility of the members of the group.

Differences Between Circle and Other Processes

Though circle can be combined with other processes the circle has several unique characteristics that distinguish circle from other processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circle</th>
<th>Conferencing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Talking piece regulates the dialog</td>
<td>Facilitator directs the dialog – particularly in the early stages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit discussion of values before discussing issues</td>
<td>No discussion of values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group creation of guidelines</td>
<td>Facilitator provides ground rules and asks group for additions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not jump directly to the issues</td>
<td>Process goes directly to the participants to identify the issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliberate marking of the space as a space apart through opening and closing ceremony</td>
<td>No use of ceremony but rather opening and closing consistent with pre-meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator is also a participant</td>
<td>Facilitator does not participate as a stakeholder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The circle commitment to relationship building before discussion of the core issue is a very important part of the circle process. Circles deliberately delay the dialog about the contentious issues until the group has done some work on relationship building. An
introduction round with a question inviting people to share something about themselves, the creation of circle values and guidelines, and a storytelling round on a topic tangentially related to the key issue precede the discussion of the difficult issues that are the focus of the circle. These parts of the circle generate a deeper awareness within the circle of how their human journeys have generated similar experiences, expectations, fears, dreams and hopes. These opening parts of the circle also present participants to one another in unexpected ways, gently challenging assumptions they may have made about one another. Creating guidelines together provides an opportunity for the group to experience finding common ground in spite of serious differences. A circle intentionally does not “get right to the issues.” Taking time to create a sense of shared space and connection in the group increases the level of emotional safety which allows deeper truth telling. It also promotes awareness of the humanity of all participants.
The importance of relationship building to the process is evident in the diagram above that divides the process into four parts based on the widely used Native American framework of the Medicine Wheel, which is a circle divided into four equal parts. One of the lessons of the Medicine Wheel is that the four parts must be in balance. In this case it means that, overall, as much time is spent on getting acquainted and building relationships as is spent on exploring the issues and developing plans.
Circle Outline

The detail in this outline is provided to offer concrete examples and stimulate creative thinking. It is not intended to be prescriptive. The circle is not a rigid process. It is always important to be responsive in the moment to the needs of the circle participants which may not follow the outline you planned. Nonetheless, it can be useful to have an outline to guide you as a keeper.

Welcome: Welcome everyone to the circle. Thank them for coming. Express appreciation for the willingness to work together to resolve a difficult issue.

Opening: Openings mark the time and space of the Circle as a space apart from the pace and tone of everyday life. The opening ceremony is designed to help participants center themselves, be reminded of core values, clear negative energies, encourage optimism and honor the presence of everyone there. Lead the group in whatever opening ceremony you have chosen. (See Appendix 2 – Sample Opening and Closing Ceremonies.)

Explain Center: If you have created a centerpiece, identify any items in the center and why they are there.

Explain Talking Piece: Explain that the talking piece is a critical element of creating a space in which all participants can both speak and listen from a deep place of truth. The person holding the talking piece has the opportunity to speak without interruption while everyone else has the opportunity to listen without the need to respond. The talking piece will be passed around the circle from person to person. Only the person holding the talking piece may speak. It is always okay to pass the talking piece without speaking. The keeper may speak without the talking piece if necessary to facilitate the process, but generally will not speak without the talking piece. If the talking piece has a particular meaning, explain that.

Purpose: Remind participants of the purpose of the circle.

Introduction/Check-in Round: Tell participants that you are going to pass the talking piece around so that we can all hear how everyone is doing today. Invite participants to introduce themselves if they are not already acquainted. We suggest the keeper share first. People will most likely model their response after the keeper. Be authentic. Pass the talking piece and ask, “How are you feeling today?” “Is there anything you feel is important for us to know about how you are doing?” Sometimes it is useful to pose a question in this round that invites sharing about oneself so the participants get to know one another better. (For possible questions see ‘Getting acquainted’ in Appendix 1 – Sample Prompting Questions.)

Values/Guidelines: Before the circle place a paper plate or half sheet of paper and a marker at each seat. Ask participants to think of a value they feel would be important in order to work through this conflict or issue in a good way. Ask them to write the value on the paper plate or sheet of paper. Pass the talking piece and ask them to share the
value they chose, explain why it is important, and place their value in the center of the circle. Keeper models. After establishing values, develop guidelines for the circle. The guidelines of the Circle are the agreements that participants make with one another about how to behave in the Circle. They establish clear expectations and common ground to provide a space where people feel safe to speak in their authentic voice, connect to others in a good way and ensure a space that is respectful for all. Pass the talking piece and ask participants to name one agreement important to their participation in Circle. (e.g. “Speak only for yourself.” or “Keep body language respectful.”) Write down the suggested guidelines on a sheet of paper or flip chart. When the talking piece has gone all the way around, read the list. Pass the talking piece and ask participants to indicate whether they accept these guidelines. If there are objections explore the objections and the original purpose of the person who proposed that guideline and work to find wording that is acceptable to everyone. Extensive conversation about the guidelines can be good practice for those in conflict to work through a difference in a respectful way.

**Storytelling Round:** In some circles it is crucial to take the time for people to share stories from their own lives to increase understanding of one another or to build empathy. Stories often shatter stereotypes or assumptions conflicting parties have about one another making it possible for them to hear one another more clearly when they discuss the difficult issues later in the circle. (See ideas for storytelling in Appendix 1 – Sample Prompting Questions) The Keeper always goes first in a storytelling round.

**Exploring Issues:** Pass the talking piece, posing a question about the issue or concern that is the purpose of the circle. (For possible questions see Appendix 1 – Sample Prompting Questions) Follow with multiple rounds about the feelings, impacts, concerns of the issue. Thank participants for frank conversation about their concerns. Acknowledge the courage that it takes to be here and to try to work things out in a good way.

**Generating plans for a better future:** Pass the talking piece and ask participants what they think can be done to repair any harm and to create a better future. On a further pass ask each participant what s/he can offer to help make a better future a reality. (For possible questions see Appendix 1 – Sample Prompting Questions)

**Agreement:** Determine any plans or commitments that are important to the circle and everyone agrees on. Write those down.

**Clarify Expectations:** Pass the talking piece to ask how people will know that the circle has improved the situation and what sort of follow up they want to ensure the integrity of the process.

**Check-out Round:** Pass the talking piece around and ask participants to share their thoughts about the Circle or one word that sums up how they are feeling right now as the Circle comes to a close.
Thanks: Thank everyone for coming and for their efforts to resolve the conflict in a respectful way that allows everyone to be at peace with themselves.

Closing: Lead the circle in a closing ceremony. (See Appendix 2 – Sample Opening and Closing Ceremonies.)

Materials Needed: Determine from the outline all the materials you need to bring to the circle (e.g. paper plates for values, markers, talking piece, center items, readings or other opening materials, the circle outline, etc.)

Follow-up

Follow up after a circle is a very important part of the process. The keeper’s responsibility includes several follow-up tasks:

- Thorough debriefing with the co-keeper, to learn from the experience and assess the need for checking in with any participants.
- Checking in with any participant for whom the circle was stressful or upsetting.
- Planning for further circles if the group decided to meet again.
- Monitoring fulfillment of any agreement.

In addition to the tasks above after any circle it is important for keepers to practice some form of self-care that allows the keeper to release any tension or burden that might result from the emotionality of the circle process. Personal practices vary and may include physical activity, a long bath, leisurely tea, relaxing music, time with pets, etc. The important thing is to be intentional about releasing anything that is not yours to carry.
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Appendix 1
Sample Prompting Questions/Topics for Circles

Exploring values:
- What value would you like to offer for our space together?
- What value do you think would help us have this conversation in a way that causes no further harm?
- When you are being human, at your best, what are you? (in a word or short phrase)
- Imagine you are in conflict with a person who is important in your life. What values do you want to guide your conduct as you try to work out that conflict?
- What is your passion?
- What do you keep returning to in your life?
- What touches your heart?
- What gives you hope?
- What demonstrates respect?

Establishing guidelines:
- What agreements would you like for our circle to feel that you can speak honestly and respectfully?

Getting acquainted:
- What brought you to this job?
- How long have you worked at the DOC and where?
- What do you do to release stress from the job?
- Share a funny story from your work.
- What do you appreciate about your work?
- How would your best friend describe you?
- What would you not want to change about your life?
- If you had an unexpected free day, what would you like to do?
- What is your cultural heritage and what role does it play in your life?

Storytelling from our lives to share who we are and what has shaped us (to build understanding of one another and to increase empathy)

Invite participants to share:
- A time when you had to let go of control.
- A time when you were outside your comfort zone.
- An experience in your life when you “made lemonade out of lemons.”
- An experience of transformation when, out of a crisis or difficulty, you discovered a gift in your life.
- A time when you had to hear something very difficult from someone and afterward were grateful that it happened.
- An experience of causing harm to someone and then dealing with it in a way you felt good about.
- An experience of letting go of anger or resentment.
• A time when you acted on your core values even though others were not.
• An experience where you discovered that someone was very different from the negative assumptions you first made about that person.
• An experience of feeling that you did not fit in.
• A time in your life when you experienced justice.
• An embarrassing moment that you can laugh at now.

Exploring issues or concerns:
• How have you been affected by this situation?
• How do you feel about this situation?
• What’s been the hardest part of this situation for you?
• How have you been affected mentally, physically and emotionally by this situation?

Taking responsibility:
• How have we each contributed to this situation, and how can each of us, by taking responsibility, act differently now?
• What needs to happen now to create a healthy workplace?
• Does anyone have anything to clear up with someone else in the circle?
• What is unspoken in the group that blocks good relationships or possible success?
• What do we need to do now to repair the harm that happened and to make sure it doesn’t happen again?
• What change would you like to see in your work group? What can you do to promote that change?
• In your experience what supports healing?

Clarifying expectations about the future:
• What do you expect to do differently as a result of this circle?
• What do you expect to be different (in your work unit or in this work relationship) after this circle?
• How will you know if things are better?
• What follow-up do you want to make sure that the understandings we have reached are working?

Toward the end of a circle:
• Is there anything you came with that you would like to leave behind?
• What are you taking from this circle that supports your healing?
• Where do you see yourself moving forward?
• What have you learned?
• What can you take away that is useful to you?
• How will these insights help you in the next two weeks?
Appendix 2
Sample Opening and Closing Ceremonies

Quotes
One simple way to mark the beginning of a circle is through the use of short quotations. Read clearly, quotes can provide a focal point for entry into a different space. Here are some examples of quotations that may be useful.

“The ultimate measure of a person is not where one stands in moments of comfort and convenience, but where one stands in times of challenge and controversy.”
-Martin Luther King

“In separateness lies the world's great misery; in compassion lies the world's true strength.”
-Buddha

-Out of clutter, find simplicity. From discord, find harmony. In the middle of difficulty, lies opportunity.
-Albert Einstein

“Anger is an acid that can do more harm to the vessel in which it stands than to anything on which it is poured.”
-Anonymous

“There never was a war that was not inward; I must fight till I have conquered in myself what causes war.”
-Marianne Moore

“The first peace, which is the most important, is that which comes within the souls of people when they realize their relationship, their oneness with the universe and all its powers, and when they realize that at the center of the universe dwells the Great Spirit, and that this center is really everywhere, it is within each of us.”
-Black Elk

“Better than a thousand hollow words is one word that brings peace.”
-Buddha

“Do you know what astonished me most in the world? The inability of force to create anything. In the long run the sword is always beaten by the spirit.”
-Napoleon Bonaparte
"Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing and right-doing, there is a field. I will meet you there."
-Rumi

“How do I listen to others?
As if everyone where my Master
Speaking to me
His cherished last words”
-Hafiz

Readings
For numerous readings see the MN DOC website [www.doc.state.mn.us](http://www.doc.state.mn.us). Click on **Restorative Justice** and then on **Inspirational Openings and Closings**.

Deep breathing and relaxation
Following is a sample script for deep breathing:

**Mindful Breathing**

Find a place where you are sitting comfortably. If you feel okay doing so, close your eyes. If you don’t want to, then just find a place in front of you where you can gently focus—maybe on the table, floor, or the wall across from where you are sitting. Now take four deep breaths. Feel your chest rise and fall as you take in the air and let it out. Each time you breathe in, imagine taking in a calm, peaceful feeling. As you breathe out, let all the stress leave your body. Let your shoulders relax and soften. Let your eyes and face relax and soften. Let all the stress leave your whole body.

Continue with more breaths to simply pay attention to your breathing. One place in your body to follow your breathing is your nose. Notice how the air feels as it comes in through your nostrils. Perhaps the air is cooler as you breath in but slightly warmer as you exhale. Follow the breath completely as you breathe out.

Another place to become aware of your breathing is in your belly. It sometimes helps to gently place your hands across your stomach—almost like you are holding a basketball. Notice how your belly expands or gets bigger as you take a breath in and the air fills your lungs. As you breathe out, you’ll feel your chest and belly sink—just like letting the air out of a basketball. Let your breath come and go naturally. You don’t have to “try” and take deep or regular breaths. Just let your body’s natural breathing rhythm happen. Your job is not to change your breath; it’s just to pay attention to what’s going on already.

Silence
Collective silence can be a highly effective means of beginning a session in a calm, focused manner. Silence can be combined with contemplation (e.g. ‘what is most important for you to say today’), writing (e.g. ‘what brought to here.’), drawing (e.g. ‘how are you feeling today?’) or simply a few deep and intentional breaths before beginning to circulate the talking piece.
Activities

Passing: passing an item around the circle (before the talking piece) may bring people together over a common symbol.

Tying: “Weave a web between people in a circle by having each participant hold a piece of yarn and throw the ball of yarn to another person in the circle while sharing a [brief] story or emotion to represent their shared journey into conflict (Schirch, 2005, pg. 168)”

Ball of clay: explain that you possess a ball of clay which can be turned into any object. The object must be sculpted out of the invisible clay, then without speaking, used for its purpose to demonstrate what it is. For example, you may sculpt a fishing rod, which you then use to briefly act out the scene of catching a fish. After this is done, go through the motions of forming the clay back into a ball, and pass it to the next person in the circle. Again, this simple game allows people to express their creativity and personality non-verbally, and begins the circle on a note of fun.

Group story (closing): One person begins—“Once upon a time there was a team…..” and completes the sentence. Each person adds one meaningful sentence that builds on the sentence that came before it. The story should travel around the circle once—twice for smaller groups with the last person in the circle contributing the final sentence and then saying “…and that for now is the end!!

Ribbon ceremony of encouragement (closing): Distribute one piece of ribbon about a yard long to each person. Turn to the person to your left. While tying your ribbon to that person’s ribbon give some words of encouragement to that person. When you have finished invite the person to your left to turn to the person to his/her left, tie the ribbon to the next person’s ribbon and say something encouraging to that person. Repeat around the circle until the ribbon is tied all the way around and each person has both given and received encouragement.

Self affirmation (closing): Pass a roll of toilet paper around the circle inviting participants to take as many sheets as they wish from the roll before passing it to the next person. Ask them to separate and stack the sheets they tore off the roll. Pass the talking piece asking each participant to make a positive statement about him or her self for each piece of toilet paper they have – and encourage them to do statements about their physical being, their mental being, their emotional being and their spiritual being. We suggest that the keeper go first to model the activity.

Puzzle (opening): Create or purchase a puzzle with very large pieces (such as a children’s floor puzzle). Pass a container with the pieces asking each participant to take a piece and say something about how the piece fits them. Keep passing until all the pieces are distributed. Ask participants to go to the center and put the puzzle together.

Human sculpture (opening): Explain that we are going to make a human sculpture. Ask for someone who is willing to start the sculpture. Invite that person into the center of the circle to take a position and hold the position until the sculpture is finished. One by one going clockwise around the circle from the person who started the sculpture ask each participant to come to the center and arrange themselves in the human sculpture and then hold that position until it is finished. When the sculpture is finished ask participants to take a deep breath and notice their creation as something more than the collection of their individual identities. Invite them to take another deep breath and then to return to their chairs in the circle. Place the centerpiece items in the center of the circle.
Rainstorm activity: Keeper starts by rubbing hands palm to palm up and down in front of his/her chest; the next person to the left joins in the motion and then the next and the next all around the circle like a wave, with the Keeper continuing the motion while it moves around the circle. When the motion returns to the keeper, the keeper stops the hand rubbing and begins alternately slapping hands on his/her thighs. The next person follows the keeper’s change and one by one around the circle each person follows the change of movement of the person before them. When it returns again to the keeper, the keeper stops slapping the thighs and alternately stomps feet. This movement then is followed one by one around the circle. When it returns to the keeper the keeper stops stomping the feel and again does the thigh slapping motion and that motion is passed around the circle. Finally the keeper once again does the hand rubbing motion. When that motion comes back to the keeper, the keeper stops all motion. One by one each person in the circle follows the person before them in stopping until all are quiet.

Music
Music can bring the attention of the room together in the context of a shared or similar emotional experience. The type of music, and whether or not to choose instrumental or vocal music, will vary greatly with the context.

Movement
Lead the group through the following simple yoga movements for an opening or a closing:

1. With palms together in front of your heart, ground through the feet and feel the connection with the earth through the soles of the feet.

2. Exhale and fold forward from the waist to touch the earth with your hands. Bend your knees to make this comfortable.

3. From here, take a deep breathe in, and sweep your arms skyward as you stand upright. Bring your palms together overhead and look up as you stretch upward.

4. Exhale as your bring your arms down palms together in front of the heart.

5. Inhale as you sweep your arms outward and up skyward, palms together looking up. Exhale as bring your arms down palms together in front of the heart.

6. Inhale as you sweep your arms outward and up skyward, palms together looking up. Exhale as bring your arms down palms together in front of the heart.
Appendix 3

Tips for Alternate Check-ins

Questions for verbal check-in:
What was the low point of your last week; what was the high point of your last week?
How are you feeling today? Is there anything you feel is important for us to know?
How do you feel about being here in the circle today?
What are you carrying into the room that you would like to dump before we go into our activity?
What would you like us to know about what’s up with you that will prevent misunderstandings among us?
What’s bringing joy in your life right now?

Body check-in:
Invite everyone to stand. Explain that we will do check-in with our bodies without using words. One by one around the circle each person will pantomime either how they feel or what has happened before coming or anything else important for them to convey to the group. For instance one might pantomime getting up and showering, taking the dog out, driving or walking to the site, rushing around, getting a phone call with good news or bad news, etc. Each one will do his/her pantomime alone and then will immediately repeat the very same motions with everyone else in the circle joining him/her. And then the next person will do her/his pantomime and then repeat it with everyone joining in. It is, of course, always okay to pass. Keeper goes first to model the activity.

Art check-in:
When participants arrive at the room have a table of art materials available. As they enter ask participants to create something from the art materials that symbolizes how they feel right now or how they are doing since you last met. In the check-in round invite them to share their pieces and put them in the center of the circle. They may pass on doing the art piece, sharing about it or putting their piece in the circle. It may be helpful for the keeper to go first if the group is tentative in this activity.

Medicine Wheel check-in:
Distribute a sheet with a circle image divided into four equal parts with those parts labeled: mental, physical, emotional and spiritual. Ask participants to put one or two words in each section to describe how they are doing on that dimension of their lives. In the check-in round invite participants to share the words in each section.
Is your child **struggling** in school?
Does your child have **special needs** or an **IEP**?
Do you have questions about your young person with a **disability**?

**WE CAN HELP FOR FREE**

INCLUDEnyc provides one-to-one help, information resources, and workshops on topics that are important to you, **at no cost**.

**CALL US**
(212) 677-4660

**TEXT US**
(646) 693-3175

**VISIT INCLUDEnyc.org**
FOR INFORMATION AND UPCOMING WORKSHOPS
¿Su hijo tiene problemas en la escuela?

¿Su hijo tiene un IEP (Programa de Educación Individualizada)?

¿No sabe cómo ayudar a su hijo con necesidades especiales?

NOSOTROS LO PODEMOS AYUDAR GRATUITAMENTE

INCLUYEnyc proporciona ayuda individualizada, recursos de información, y talleres gratuitos sobre temas que son importantes para usted.

LLÁMENOS
(212) 677-4668

ENVÍE UN MENSAJE DE TEXTO
(646) 693-3157

VISITE INCLUYEnyc.org
INFORMACIÓN, RECURSOS Y TALLERES